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Abstract  

Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) are a widely used technology for distant checking in association with Internet of Things (IoT). For the 
WSN community, the basic research challenge for mobile sensor nodes is localization. The sensor node position of the WSN is correlated 
to NP difficult, so it is very complicated to determine the actual coordinates of the sensor node. Computational intelligence methods help 
to get the best explanation to a given NP hard problem. Today, most investigators are more aware of the three beacon-based positioning 
methods, but fewest assistants focus on two or a single beacon-based positioning method. It uses the methods of Firefly or Hybrid Eagle 
and the firefly optimization algorithm (called computational intelligence algorithm) to provide a single fire-based positioning method for 
randomly implemented mobile sensor nodes. The reproduction results of computational aptitude algorithms show that planned work using 
hybrid optimization completes better in terms of average position error, computational cost or number of located nodes in Firefly and 
Hybrid Eagle using the Firefly optimization algorithm. By efficiently using network resources, it also reduces the vision problems in mobile 
sensor nodes. 
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1 Introduction 

The wireless sensor network (WSN) is an inexpensive 
device. These procedures are called sensors. Sensors are 
limited in terms of memory, energy and processing capacity 
[1].Wireless sensor networks have a wide range of 
submissions, such as observation, natural adversity relief, 
patient tracking, military goals and automated warehouses, 
and it provides solutions for various applications. In many 
of these applications, the position perceived by unknown 
nodes is very important, even very important, as defined by 
Labraoui et al. [2].Without knowing location of sensor 
nodes, information collected is actually worthless. Given 
that position or area data described by Wang et al. Usually 
valuable for scope, shipping, command, area benefits, target 
tracking and protection, location is one of the most 
important topics [3] therefore, estimating location and area 
is a worthy professional test for researchers. In general, 
localization plays a key role in the design of efficient 
Applications in sensor networks, which are defined and 
summarized by Akyildiz et al. [4]. 

SENSOR NODES 

Sensors nodes are commonly worked off couple of sensor 
units in effective manner and association with bit units such 
as microcontroller unit, signal conditioning unit, transceiver 
unit and a power management unit which is shown in 
Figure-1.1. Sensor device detects the data and pass it to mote. 
The sensor nodes are usually a multi-functional, energy 
efficient wireless device.  

 
FIGURE 1 Sensor Node internal structures 

Sensors play major work to quantify the progressions in 
map with different parameters like temperature, weight, 
stickiness, sound, pressure of environmental condition etc. 
Data are collected from all the sensor nodes and send to the 
sink node then via gateway it reaches to the destination 
nodes as shown in Figure 1.2. A mote comprises of 
processor attached with memory, battery and Analog to 
Digital converter for interfacing with a sensor and other 
handset for framing an Ad Hoc system. They collect and 
conversation data required for WSN functionality Sensor 
network comprises of large number of sensor nodes to 
screen and control the sensor environment as described in 
Zhang [5]. Sensor nodes have minimal effort low power 
devices used in detecting, figuring and correspondence 
capacities. A sensor node can just cover a small area, 
however the collaboration of numerous sensors can give 
more solid and better checking of vast ranges. Sensor nodes 
can be conveyed arbitrarily and they can set up specially 
appointed systems to gather and send information to the 
remote base station. Sensor systems have an assortment of 
military and a regular citizen application as described by 
Arampatziset al. [6].  
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FIGURE-1.2 Wireless sensor network 

The quick procedure, self-association or adaptation to 
internal failure attributes of sensor systems make them an 
exceptionally valuable perceiving procedure for military 
applications, for example, combat zone observation, 
damage assessment, organic and atomic assault discovery, 
gear checking and surveillance of contradicting powers and 
landscape. For country security, sensor system can be sent 
for border observation. The capacity to screen physical and 
ecological conditions, often in real time, for example, 
temperature, weight, light and humidity. The capacity to 
work devices, for example, switches engines or actuators 
that control those conditions and the capacity to give 
effective, dependable interchanges by means of a remote 
system. Significant issues in WSNs are confirmation and 
protection, forswearing of administration, localization and 
power utilization. 

PROPOSED SYSTEM 

The system is designed by comparing and analyzing the 
firefly and the hybrid eagle and using a positioning method 
based on the fire fighting optimization algorithm. The 
Firefly algorithm is a population-based optimization 
algorithm that mimics attractiveness of fireflies for flashing 
lights. Given the physical attitude of light strength, which is 
the wrong way round comparative to the square of area, 
principle can describe an appropriate purpose for distance 
between two fireflies. To optimize the adaptation function, 
characters are required to move systematically or randomly 
in population. This way you can make sure that all fireflies 
move to more attractive fireflies, which will flash brighter 
until populace converges to the brightest fireflies. In this 
process, the firefly algorithm is executed using the three 
parameters of desirability, randomization and absorption. 
The Eagle strategy proposes to iteratively association 
accidental search using L'evy walk with Firefly algorithm. 
Numerical research or results show that, planned Eagle 
approach is very effective for stochastic optimization. 

 

PROPOSED FLOWCHART 

 Initially deploy both sensor nodes and beacon nodes 
in the network with static manner. 

 Perform the localization process using Hybridized 
Eagle based Firefly Algorithm. 

 This localization considered the distance, coverage 
area and Received Signal Strength Indication (RSSI). 

 The EPO algorithm mimics the eagle's habitat 
behavior, just like the eagle, the algorithm also finds 
the highest point in the optimal solution. 

 Eagle has a very simple but unique way to explore 
its terrain. 

 When flying high in the sky, look around by trying a 
few points and moving to the highest point, then look 
again and repeat the same process. This repetition 
allows the eagle to reach the highest point 

 Fireflies are unisexual, so a firefly will be attracted 
to other fireflies, regardless of gender. 

 Attraction is directly proportional to brightness, and 
both decrease as the distance increases. 

 For any two flashing fireflies, the firefly with lower 
brightness will therefore move to the firefly with 
higher brightness. 

 If no firefly is lighter than one, it will move randomly. 
 The brightness of the firefly depends on the range of 

the objective function. 
 To optimize the adaptation function, individuals are 

forced to move systematically or randomly in the 
population. 

 The attraction parameter is based on the light 
intensity between two fireflies and is defined using 
an exponential function. 

 Hybridized optimization provided the new predicted 
location of each sensor based on the beacon node 
positions. 

MODULES 

 Parameter Initialization 

 RSSI Estimation 

 Firefly Optimization 

 Hybridized Eagle with Firefly Optimization 

 Comparative Analysis (Mean Square Localization Error 

by varying Number of Nodes) 
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2 Conclusion 

Firefly algorithm can be used to determine the route from 
each cluster CH to BS. First, firefly is prepared. Here, each 
firefly represents a route from CH to BS. Firefly’s size is 
equal to number of CH, and for BS additional positions are 
added. Here, each position represents next hop of CH to 
route data to BS. For each iteration, the lighter firefly moves 
to lighter firefly, or position of each firefly is updated. 
Repeat this process to reach maximum number of 
generations. The fitness purpose used is composed of 

remaining energy from next hop, .Firefly algorithm is one 
of evolutionary optimization algorithms inspired by the 
construction of fireflies in nature. Although effective, its 
parameters do not change during the iteration process, as 
does particle swarm optimization. Firefly algorithm is 
powerful in local search. The algorithm follows special 
properties of fireflies. The system is designed by comparing 
and analyzing the firefly and the hybrid eagle and using a 
positioning method based on the firefighting optimization 
algorithm. 
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